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FRI01SEP – SUN03SEP
LIVIA RITA & ARTISTS // WAREHOUSE TAKEOVER @ UGLY DUCK
20:30 (£7 - £22)
Livia Rita will celebrate launching her first single ‘Sunscar’ from her
forthcoming debut album ‘Rewild’ by taking over the Ugly Duck warehouse.
Livia Rita explores more avant-garde ways of performing her synthesiser
drenched music through a strong visual identity; formed of stylised
movement, live art and fashion created by herself. Together, it collides into a
4D explosion of art and inspiration. The concert is followed by a subversive
art catwalk themed to the single, dissecting notions of love and visions of
uncertain futures. It is a collaboration between Livia and 30 young dancers,
designers and creatives.

SAT02SEP
THE SHIM SHAM CLUB – SEPTEMBER @ COURTESAN
22:00 – 2:30 (£13)
Running quarterly at the atmospheric Brixton venue, The Courtesan. The
Shim Sham Club will be taking you back in time to an age of glamour, sparkle
and bohemianism playing the best vintage music from the 1940s through to
the 1970s.
Performances from: Sadie Sinner - Crowned queen of London’s burgeoning
Black Burlesque scene and founder of the Cocoa Butter Club she’s a bad girl
with a good voice and a lot of loving to give! More TBC

SUN03SEP – FRI08SEP
POLITICS AND ETHICS IN MEDIA AND ART TECHNOLOGY @ THE ART
PAVILION MILE END PARK
09:30 – 18:30
Inter/sections is a week-long, annual event organised by the students in
the Media and Arts Technology Centre for Doctoral Training at Queen
Mary University of London. This year’s theme is Politics and Ethics in
Media and Arts Technology. We will explore this theme through a weeklong programme of workshops, talks, events, and an exhibition featuring
new commissions by Will Hurt and Yosuke Ushigome alongside interactive
artworks.

SUN03SEP - THU21SEP
RE: JACQUELINE MORREAU - MYTHOLOGIES AND THE MARGINALISED
@ THE NUNNERY GALLERY
PV SAT02SEP 18:00 -20:00
A retrospective exhibition of the late figurative artist Jacqueline Morreau
(1929 – 2016) will be held at the Nunnery Gallery at Bow Arts in London this
September. The exhibition showcases a combination of Morreau’s paintings
and previously unexhibited drawings selected directly from the artist’s
studio, alongside archive material from the British Library and the Women’s
Audio Archive. The show also features a series of events including talks,
workshops, and performances, by artists whose work further interrogates
canonical depictions of history, labour, and gendered identity, that Morreau
was concerned with throughout her practice.

MON04SEP
NEW WRITINGS: SOFIA COPPOLA @ BFI
18:30
Winner of Best Director at the 2017 Cannes Film festival, Sofia Coppola
continues to blaze a trail for women filmmakers with films that highlight
what it is to be a woman in a patriarchal world. Anna Backman Rogers
(University of Gothenburg) and Fiona Handyside (University of Exeter) join us
to discuss the feminist vision and politics of Coppola’s films, their indulgence
in pleasure and their focus on girls.
TUE05SEP
WORKSHOP: DECOLONISING THEATRE WITH CANDY BOWERS @ RICH
MIX LONDON
9:30 – 12:30 (£5)
Since training in classic patriarchal European, English and White American
Theatre at NIDA, Candy Bowers has travelled the country and the world
seeking culturally diverse, feminist practices and points of view. In a highly
immersive and transformative workshop participants will experience a mix
of body, voice, expression and theatre making.

WED06SEP – SUN10SEP
9 WAYS TO TELL YOURSELF EVERYTHING WILL BE FINE @ APT
GALLERY & STUDIOS LONDON
PV WED06SEP 18:00 – 20:00
Performance: Saturday 9 September, 8 – 10pm
9 Ways To Tell Yourself Everything Will Be Fine features new projects by
four current Goldsmiths MFA artists. The title mimics the language of
listicles found on websites such as Thought Catalog and Buzzfeed that
vie for attention by offering individualised acts of self-care that work to
immediately but temporarily alleviate collective dread caused by larger
political and environmental realities.

WED06SEP – FRI15SEP
RACHEL JONES, THE BLACK IN THEIR FACE @ THE RESIDENCE
GALLERY
PV WED06SEP 19:00 – 21:30
Interested in eliminating a literal depiction of herself within her work
to instead focus on a sense of self in relation to the representation of
blackness within the contemporary canon of painting and portraiture, Jones
produces corporeal objects that inform an expansive inquiry into the set
of power structures and systems that have, in turn, provided a breeding
ground for histories that are inextricably linked to contemporary attitudes
regarding the roles of black individuals and communities. Her work aims to
foreground the complexities at the centre of society’s reading of the black
body - how it is understood, and how it is culturally reproduced.

WED06SEP-SUN22OCT
MARIANNA SIMNETT - WORST GIFTS @ MATT’S GALLERY
PV SUN03SEP 15:00-18:00
Matt’s Gallery is pleased to present Worst Gift, a new film installation
by Marianna Simnett. Comprising video, liquid, light and sound, Worst
Gift continues Simnett’s ongoing exploration of female subjectivity and
bodily integrity as they relate to the power dynamics of the medical
profession.

THU07SEP
BLITZED: OBSESSION, PART OF BLITZED: A THREE FILM SEASON
ABOUT BRITISH MEN, MASCULINITY & THE 1950S @ THE HORSE
HOSPITAL
18:30 (£8/£10)
Blitzed: A three film season about British Men, Masculinity and the 1950s
As Britain’s ‘finest hour’ faded in the collective memory in 1950s, British
masculinity stood at the crossroads. With the decline of Empire, a decimated
home front and troubling youth menacing the headlines, what was a chap to
do? This series explores the way that British men faced (or repressed) these
ruptures.

FRI08SEP - SAT07OCT
(X) A FANTASY @ DRAF
With performances by Fernanda Muñoz-Newsome Hannah Regel, Urara
Tsuchiya and Zoe Williams, and DJ set by New Noveta.
When does the individual experience become a political statement?
Over thirty artworks explore the subversion of the quotidian and the
transgression of boundaries between public and private spheres. Living,
eating, dancing, seducing, reading, watching films, going online; the
exhibition traces how individual and collective engagements make the
political personal. Pictured: Jimmy De Sana

FRI08SEP
DEREK JARMAN @ THE ARTIST DINING ROOM
19:00 – 23:00 (SOLD OUT)
On Friday 8th September The Artist Dining Room at Yinka Shonibare’s
project space Guest Projects returns to host an unforgettable evening of
culinary and curatorial collaboration, to honor the remarkable life and
multifaceted practice of the film director, cinematographer, artist, author
and passionate gardener Derek Jarman.
Jarman was also a devoted activist who fought publicly for Gay Rights and
with 2017 marking the 50th anniversary since the partial decriminalisation of
homosexuality in Britain, this supper club comes at both an important and
appropriate time.

FRI08SEP - SUN10SEP
WAKE FESTIVAL @ ]PERFORMANCESPACE[
10:00 – 22:00
W A K E Festival is a three day festival of contemporary time-based/
performance art in Folkestone (Kent), UK. The festival consists of site
specific, durational works which unfold in and around Folkestone, across
the 8th, 9th & 10th of September. In addition to the site based works, each
evening (7pm-10pm) a more condense series of performances take place at ]
performance s p a c e [. Pictured: Carlos Martiel

SAT09SEP
OPEN CITY DOCUMENTARY FESTIVAL - CRAIGSLIST ALLSTARS (UK
PREMIERE) @ PICTUREHOUSE CENTRAL
20:30 (£10)
By posting an open casting-call on Craigslist, an internationally active
internet network, Finnish performance artist Samira Elagoz arranges a series
of one-on-one meetings with a wide variety of men in three cities across
the world in an attempt to explore how the camera influences intimacy
between two strangers: The documentarian and the subject. A magician, a
lonely plumber and a soft-core porn director are some of the characters that
Elagoz meets on her journey from Amsterdam to Tokyo. Every encounter is
real and unscripted, and takes place entirely on her own terms. Drawing on
a background in performance, Elagoz weaves her own presence in and out
to become part of the narrative.
Through a heady mix of performance, fiction and documentary, Elagoz takes
the viewer on a bizarre journey into a strange hinterland where the real and
the virtual world collide.

SAT09SEP
BORN IN FLAMES @ BERNIE GRANT ARTS CENTRE
19:30 – 22:00 (£13.15)
This dystopian documentary-style science fiction thriller follows two feminist
activists who call upon the women of New York City to defend themselves
against male aggression from roving pirate radio stations. Set in a future
socialist America which strongly resembles the chaos of 1970s New York,
it is ‘a time capsule of a raw and turbulent period’ according to New Yorker
critic Richard Brody, who describes it as film ‘wrenched from recalcitrant
circumstances and pressed into being with the urgency of rage and the force
of ideas.’
Screening as part of our Our Reel Histories, films by, for and about Black
LGBT people every second Saturday of the month at the Bernie Grant Arts
Centre.

SAT09SEP
HISTORY LESSONS: FLUID RECORDS @ SOUTH LONDON GALLERY
19:00 – 21:00 (£5 / £3)
A live programme curated by Annie Jael Kwan in association with Something
Human and Iniva, followed by Q&A. Featuring performances by Libita
Clayton and Larry Achiampong which take their cue from the idea that the
archive can be fluid and transposed into living people, who bear witness
thereby willfully reconstructing and passing on meaning in the historical
present.

SAT09SEP
OPEN CITY DOCUMENTARY FESTIVAL - THE BODY POLITIC @
FESTIVAL HUB : BARGEHOUSE
15:30 (£5)
Throughout history, the female body, in many different shapes and forms,
has been the subject of political, social, and philosophical discussions – but
only more recently, from feminist angles. Yet in the performing arts, cinema
and visual arts, it is body movement that, as the artist desires, brings to life
the work’s conceptual message. The dexterity of the body can be mobilized
to express the power and influence of the work…
Mania Akbari will be in conversation with Sophie Mayer (author, Political
Animals: The New Feminist Cinema) and Vali Mahlouji (art curator and
founder of Archaeology of the Final Decade).

MON11SEP & MON25SEP
LISTENING SESSIONS : SOUL OF A NATION @ TATE MODERN
18:45 (£20)
This series explores the links between American music of the 1960s and
70s and the art and artists featured in the exhibition Soul of a Nation: Art in
the Age of Black Power. Each session features seminal tracks from the era,
discussion with contemporary performers and the exhibition’s curators, and
a private view of Soul of a Nation.

TUE12SEP – SUN01OCT
COME AS YOU ARE 2017@ CAMDEN PEOPLE’S THEATRE
A three-week festival interrogating and celebrating gender from cis to trans,
from binary to beyond. It welcomes a host of gender-anarchists with more
questions than answers, as we confront (and solve?) all the world’s issues
regarding female, male, between and beyond.

TUE12SEP – SAT23SEP
AND THE REST OF ME FLOATS @ THE ROSE LIPMAN BUILDING
19:30 (£11 - £13)
Outbox Theatre present a new show all about the messy business of gender.
Working with performers from across the trans*, non-binary, lesbian and
gay communities, Outbox Theatre examine the ways in which gender is
questioned, categorised, and policed (often violently so).
And The Rest Of Me Floats is devised by the company and weaves together
autobiographical performance, movement, pop songs, stand-up and dressup in an anarchic celebration of the body that refuses to conform. Expect
bold, exciting and experimental theatre made by an extra-fierce company of
talented performers.

WED13SEP
LOUISE ASHCROFT – UNPERFORMING @ TOYNBEE STUDIOS
19:30 (£6)
Unperforming is a haphazard, junk-food tapas of depressingly funny
anarcho-hedonistic performance clutter. It might have something to do with
click-bait, or those lizards that shed their tail when you try to grab them, or
that time we made a vodka sauna, or the list of all the hiding places you’re
compiling. But you’ll have to come along to find out.
In this ninth edition of Unperforming, artist Louise Ashcroft indulges
your greedy, omnivorous attention spans with a joyride through new works
by a host of experimental performance artists.
Line-up: Louise Ashcroft / Julie Rose Bower / Alex Chalmers / Paul Haworth /
Fritha Jenkins / Marcus Orlandi / Mark Sequeira / Jennifer Taylor / Charlotte
Young

FRI15SEP
PARK NIGHTS 2017: ELEANOR ANTIN; ME, MYSELF AND I @
SERPENTINE GALLERIES
20:00 (£5/£4)
In Me, Myself & I, the pioneering American feminist filmmaker,
performance and conceptual artist Eleanor Antin will read from three
autobiographies; Conversations with Stalin, An Artist’s Life: Eleanora
Antinova and Being Antinova, each authored by a different one of her selves.

FRI15SEP - SUN10DEC
HANNAH BLACK @ CHISENHALE GALLERY
Chisenhale Gallery presents a new commission and the first solo exhibition
in a UK institution by artist Hannah Black. Black’s methods of production are
diverse and reflexive with her prolific output as a writer often providing the
basis for video, performance and object-based outcomes. Black’s videos and
installations collage autobiographical, fictional and pop cultural fragments to
explore theories and histories of race, gender and labour.

FRI15SEP - SAT16SEP
INTERIORITY: AN EXPLORATION OF THE INWARD GAZE @ THE FREUD
MUSEUM
(£10/£6, £20/£12)
Prompted by the idea that Shakespeare’s soliloquies may have been
influenced by public anatomical dissections in Renaissance London,
Interiority brings together artists with speakers from the fields of medicine
and health, anatomy, history and cultural theory in three public talks to
explore the relationship between body and mind: how we imagine and
experience our interior selves, and how this affects our way of expression in
the world.

FRI15SEP
TRANSGENDER FILM FESTIVAL LONDON 2017 @ THE CINEMA
MUSEUM
18:00 – 23:30
Presentation of films about crossdressing and transsexuality
Pictured: episode of BROTHERS

SAT16SEP
FESTIVAL OF CHOICE 2017 @ AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL UK
10:00 – 21:00
The Festival of Choice aims to raise awareness of threats to reproductive
rights and the plight of those in countries around the world who do not
have access to safe and legal abortion. The Festival also wishes to celebrate
solidarity and activism and to strengthen and support the pro-choice
message, locally and globally.

SAT16SEP
C O V E N: GODS AND MONSTERS @ THE UNDERDOG GALLERY
21:00 – 01:00 (£10)
An evening of immersive theatrics, performance and music. The C O V E N
witches have carved up The Underdog Gallery into several separate spaces,
to exist alongside each other for the duration of the night. Journey with us
through the myriad underworlds and afterlives, where you will encounter
the Gods and Monsters who dwell within.
SAT16SEP
RAISE YOUR GAZE: ISLAMIC FEMINISM(S) IN FOCUS
@ ST ETHELBURGA’S
11:00-15:15
If our feminism is going to liberatory, then it needs to be intersectional.
Join Inclusive Mosque Initiative for an afternoon of talks, workshops and
discussions exploring Islamic feminism(s) through the lenses of antiracism, anti-imperialism, Black feminism, class, and queer theory. Exploring:
- How we can learn from Islamic feminism(s) in theory and practice (then
and now)
- How our feminism can draw on various liberation struggles to articulate
and heal from the injustices we face
- How we can we build resilience and resistance to state violence and the
way its patterns are repeated inside of our communities

MON18SEP / MON25SEP
BIG BANG @ CAMDEN PEOPLE’S THEATRE
19:30 (£12 / £10)
Our regular night of works-in-progress returns for two special editions,
exploring the themes of the festival. Featuring work from Azara Meghie, Tom
Marshman, Griffyn Gilligan, Shambles Theatre and more.

WED20SEP
THE MUSEUM OF DIVERGENT REALITIES @ TOYNBEE STUDIOS
19.30 (£5)
“Please feel free to ask any questions during the tour. For a number of
reasons there will be questions that cannot be answered, it is however
vital that they are asked.” A guided tour of a section of the museum’s
ever-growing collection. Taking place in a variety of locations, Museum
demonstrator and current Artsadmin Bursary recipient, Tim Bromage,
invites you to join him on a guided tour of The Museum of Divergent
Realities. This specially curated journey touches on politics, paranoia and
organised religion.

THU21SEP – SUN10DEC
ZACH BLAS: CONTRA-INTERNET @ GASWORKS
Gasworks presents Contra-Internet, a major new commission and the first
institutional solo exhibition by London-based artist Zach Blas. ContraInternet at Gasworks marks the premiere of Jubilee 2033, a queer science
fiction film installation that includes live action, CGI animation, blown glass
sculptures and a single edition publication titled The End of the Internet (As
We Knew It).

THU21SEP
WORKSHOP: GENDER POSITIVITY AND INCLUSION @ CAMDEN
PEOPLE’S THEATRE
10:00 – 13:00 (£20)
Led my Milk Presents’ Artistic Director LJ Skilbeck (The Bear/Proposal Young
Vic, Associate Artist The Bush and Derby Theatre) in collaboration with two
other leading practitioners in the field. This workshop is an introduction
to positive gender inclusivity within arts organisations. We will discuss
best practice, and provide a space for relaxed and open discussion. The
outcome of this workshop will be to build a tangible toolkit for venues and
organisations to use when actioning gender inclusivity.

THU21SEP
NON-BINARY ELECTRO HOUR @ CAMDEN PEOPLE’S THEATRE
21:00 (£12 / £10)
A tale of gender fluidity and desire told in electro-punk form. Expect songs,
sci-fi, strip-tease and spoken word. This show brings together noise about
queer life with a brief punk history of drag outside the boxes – from male
impersonators of the music hall era to the gender-bending icons of today.
A gender-f*cked take on what it’s like to live in-between categories.

THU21SEP – WED27SEP
ELEANOR ANTIN: ROMANS & KINGS @ RICHARD SALTOUN GALLERY
PV THU21SEP 18:00-20:00
A key figure of conceptual art movements of the 1970s; Eleanor Antin’s
ground-breaking practice spans five decades and has covered themes
surrounding identity, gender, autobiography, class and social structures.
Antin’s multi-disciplinary approach includes installation, painting, drawing,
writing and most notably photography and performance. Rearticulating
historical narratives, both real and fictitious, she explores the tropes of
feminist and conceptual art. Today as an octogenarian artist, she remains
one of the world’s leading Feminist artists.

THU21SEP-SUN1OCT
NASTY WOMEN EXHIBITION: LONDON @ BLACK AND WHITE
BUILDING
PV THU21SEP 19:00 – 22:00
Nasty Women is a global art movement that serves to demonstrate solidarity
among artists. It draws together those who identify with being a Nasty
Woman in the face of threats to roll back women’s rights, individual rights,
and abortion rights.
Over the past year we’ve seen some huge political shifts – here in the UK
with Brexit, in the US with the election of President Trump, and around the
globe. In a world that feels increasingly unpredictable we need our political
leaders to stand up and show that one thing is non-negotiable – the human
values of equality, fairness and compassion that defines our society.

FRI22SEP - SAT11NOV
ALLORA & CALZADILLA: FOREIGN IN A DOMESTIC SENSE @ LISSON
GALLERY
Allora & Calzadilla’s ‘Foreign in a Domestic Sense’ features new sculpture,
performance, photo and video works. The exhibition continues the artists’
ongoing investigation into the politics of language in public speech.

FRI22SEP
SHORTY @ CAMDEN PEOPLE’S THEATRE
21:00 (£12 / £10)
A deconstructed drag-child of indeterminate gender, who frays at the edges
and plays at the edges. Neither here nor there, neither this nor that, Shorty
brings a spare change of clothes to most places, and usually has to use
them. A show about the importance of grey areas by one-third of the hit
performance collective Getinthebackofthevan.

SAT23SEP
BRIXTON DYKES ON THE RAMPAGE - BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND! @
WINDRUSH SQUARE
14:00
Brixton has a long and powerful history of queer squatting. We will be
walking the streets and taking you back in time to the days of the Olive
Morris and Brixton Black Women’s Group and squatting in the 1970s,
through to the stories of the Rebel Dykes of the 1980s, and bringing it
all nearly up to present day with the House of Brag. We want this to be
interactive, bringing our queer history alive on the streets of London, so we
would love Queers and Rebels who have memories of the squats of Brixton
to come along with us.

SAT23SEP – SUN24SEP
FLUID FESTIVAL @ BIRMINGHAM
£15
FLUID is a brand new music festival that presents a weekend of new Queer
sound and music by an extraordinary line-up of composers, experimental
electronic musicians and hot new talent. The festival takes place across five
venues during the Birmingham Weekender and includes performances by
Rolf Hind, Michael Wolters, Rebekah Ubuntu, Mx World, Henry McPherson &
Inkeri Kallio, Daniel Versus the World, C N Lester and Yfat Sould Zisso.

TUE26SEP
MASCULINE EXPRESSIONS OF MY CREATIVE PROWESS @ CAMDEN
PEOPLE’S THEATRE
19:15 (£12 / £10)
Man. Manly. Masculine. Masculine manly man.
We’ve had to put up with it all, from boys don’t cry to grow some balls.
Enough! What hides beneath the monolithic notion of ‘masculinity’? What is
it (or should feel like) to be a man? Pablo is still trying to figure it out.

TUE26SEP
CHRIS KRAUS ON KATHY ACKER @ ICA
18:45 (SOLD OUT)
Chris Kraus’s new book After Kathy Acker chronicles the life of postmodern
novelist, playwright and poet Kathy Acker. Twenty years after her untimely
death at age 50, Acker’s influential cultural presence is still felt through the
confessional yet disorienting collage of her writing, and the accumulated
myths around her life that she herself perpetuated.
In After Kathy Acker, Kraus navigates these myths through the gathering
of testimonies and meticulous archival research, sketching an ‘apocryphal
allegory of an artistic life in the late twentieth century’. The biography is
equally inflected by uncanny overlaps in Kraus and Acker’s lives – shared
friendships, lovers, and artistic ambitions. In Kraus’s words, she began
writing about Acker ‘through the distance, but with this incredible frisson of
feeling that often I could write “I” instead of “she.”’

TUE26SEP
LGBT BRITAIN ON FILM: WHY STUDY QUEER HISTORY? @ THE
SHOWROOM
18:30-21:00
LBGT Britain on Film: Why Study Queer History? is an evening of archive film
screenings relating to LGBT lives in 20th Century Britain. The films screened
will be Framed Youth: The Revenge of the Teenage Perverts (1983), a
documentary produced by the London Lesbian and Gay Youth Video Project
and now held by the London Community Video Archive (LCVA), and Britain
on Film: LGBT Britain, a series of archive films including some of the earliest
known representations of LGBT people on screen. The evening will be
introduced by Justin Bengry, convenor of the first MA in Queer History, at
Goldsmiths, University of London. He will present a talk responding to the
questions, ‘why study queer British history in the 21st Century?’ and ‘what
does studying queer histories mean for queer futures?’

TUE26SEP – FRI27OCT
#71, MARIO DUBSKY: XENO FACTOR @ CHELSEA SPACE
PV TUE26SEP 18:00 - 20:30
In September CHELSEA space will present an exhibition of paintings and
drawings by the influential artist and educator Mario Dubsky (1939-1985).
Including material from all the phases of his working life, the show will
explore his quest for a powerful visual language with which to express his
ideas as a gay man and artist.

THU28SEP-SAT11NOV
PRIVATE COLLECTION: UNPERFORMED OBJECT – AN INSTALLATION
BY GEUMHYUNG JEONG @ DELFINA FOUNDATION
PV TUE27SEP 18:30 - 21:00
Delfina Foundation is delighted to present Private Collection: Unperformed
Objects, the first UK solo exhibition by South Korean artist Geumhyung
Jeong. a collection of plain everyday objects upon which she bestows a
bizarre, disconcerting life through an intense and risky interaction with her
own body to challenge notions of sexuality, technology and the female body.

THU28SEP - SUN12NOV
NICOLA TYSON, BEYOND THE TRACE @ DRAWING ROOM
PV WED27SEP 18:30
Beyond the Trace will be the first solo exhibition in the UK of Tyson’s
drawings. It will include a range of work: sketchbook pages; ‘daily drawings’,
made since 2015 and posted on social media; large graphite drawings; and
life-sized ink drawings made especially for this exhibition. Working intuitively
and from memory, these gestural pencil drawings are a reimagining of the
female body; they are highly animated, androgynous, self-contained and
surreal.

SAT30SEP
CONFLICTED BODIES: FEMINIST AND QUEER RESPONSES TO
MILITARISM AND VIOLENCE @ GOLDSMITHS
9:30-19:30
How might logics of militarism, patriarchy and heteronormativity be
enmeshed and interdependent? By the same token, how might feminist,
queer and pacifist politics draw on each other in the struggle for equality
and against war? How do cultural representations in the media, art and
literature shape and normalise such heteronormative practices? In thinking
through the potential tensions and alliances between these ideologies, this
conference seeks to reconsider the relations between gender, sexuality and
violence.

STILL SHOWING
TILL SAT02SEP
BITE YOUR TONGUE @ HACKNEY SHOWROOM
A thrilling new show devised by London’s freshest emerging Black talent, produced by Talawa Theatre Company. TYPT puts
emerging theatre makers together with established artists to develop their practice, test ideas and produce a brand new
piece of theatre in just 4 weeks. The whole TYPT process is open to participants, from initial production meetings to script
development sessions; from meetings with graphic designers to the get-out. The results are always exciting.
TILL SAT02SEP
HOW (NOT) TO LIVE IN SUBURBIA @ SOHO THEATRE
A few years ago in the middle of a shitstorm of life events, single mother, artist and proud Londoner Annie Siddons found
herself living in suburbia by accident. This show is a hilarious, brutal and poignant attempt to describe what happened next.
TILL SAT02SEP
FREYA PAYNE: RETURNING @ FLOWERS
The artist creates work which is quiet and reflective, intimate and intricate. She champions simple form, pared-down
beauty. The subjects she touches on are the stuff of everyday life; family relationships, the passage of time, searches for a
slippery identity. Rich with poetry the work celebrates the small shifts, tangents and doubts that mark our experience and
understanding.
TILL SUN03SEPT
NATURE OF THE HUNT @ AUTO ITALIA SOUTH EAST
Explored through a disembodied survey of twentieth-century exploitation and body horror cinema, this project asks how the
biological danger associated with the nature of the female in these materials might be claimed and shaped. It enables us to
explore on new terms these female subjects historically considered dangerous to society.
TILL SUN03SEP
BENEDICT DREW: THE TRICKLE-DOWN SYNDROME @ WHITECHAPEL GALLERY
Drew invites viewers through a dizzying array of kaleidoscopic projections, vividly coloured video screens, experimental
synthesizer compositions, hand-drawn landscapes, large-scale banners, human-shaped sculptures, a tiered stage, painted
canvas tambourines and an accompanying audio narrative all coming together to take visitors on an emotional and sensory
journey.
TILL SUN03SEP
EMMA HART: MAMMA MIA! @ THE WHITECHAPEL GALLERY
Mamma Mia! is the culmination of an investigation into pattern, from visual patterns to patterns of psychological behaviour.
The work also looks at the design and rupture of pattern and the ruminations in between.
TILL SUN03SEP
A HANDFUL OF DUST @ WHITECHAPEL GALLERY
A Handful of Dust is a speculative history of the 20th century, tracing a visual journey through the imagery of dust from aerial
reconnaissance, wartime destruction and natural disasters to urban decay, domestic dirt and forensics.
TILL MON04SEP
LOST SENSES @ GUEST PROJECTS
LOST SENSES is a living space for encounters, open every day to everyone. Revisiting the exhibition as format and exploring
the gallery space as a fluid cultural site, artists and practitioners will work in close relation with people reorganising the self’s
relation to perception.
TILL SUN10SEP
MONA AL QADIRI: THE CRAFT @ GASWORKS
The exhibition comprises sculptures, videos and sound works that envisage international diplomacy as an alien
conspiracy. Shown in two distinct environments – a mysterious, pitch black anteroom and an American diner – these semiautobiographical works of science fiction unearth the unlikely stories lurking in the shadows of the artist’s childhood in Kuwait.
TILL SUN10SEP
ARTHUR JAFA: A SERIES OF UTTERLY IMPROBABLE, YET EXTRAORDINARY RENDITIONS @ SERPENTINE SACKLER
GALLERY
Jafa’s work is driven by a recurrent question: how might one identify and develop a specifically Black visual aesthetics equal
to the ‘power, beauty and alienation’ of Black music in US culture? Across three decades, Jafa has developed a dynamic,
multidisciplinary practice ranging from films and installations to lecture-performances and happenings that tackle, challenge
and question prevailing cultural assumptions about identity and race.
TILL SUN10SEP
GRAYSON PERRY: THE MOST POPULAR ART EXHIBITION EVER! @ SERPENTINE GALLERY
This summer Grayson Perry, one of the most astute commentators on contemporary society and culture, will present a major
exhibition of new work. The works will touch on many themes including popularity and art, masculinity and the current cultural
landscape.
TILL SUN10SEP
THE PLACE IS HERE @ SOUTH LONDON GALLERY
The Place is Here presents work by over twenty black artists and collectives working in 1980s Britain. Shown across the South
London Gallery and Middlesborough Institute of Modern Art, the exhibition spans painting, film, photography and archival
material from this pivotal decade in British culture and politics.
TILL WED13SEP
BARBARA WALKER, 2017 BURSARY AWARD @ DRAWING ROOM
Working in a range of media and formats, from works on paper and canvas to large-scale wall installations, Walker is
concerned with social and political issues with particular reference to history and cultural differences in contemporary life.
TILL SUN17SEP
DANIEL RICHTER: OLD SLOGANS @ CAMDEN ARTS CENTRE
Since the 1990s, Daniel Richter has shaped painting in Germany as few others have done. The question of how painting
can react to the political, social and media realities of today serves as starting point for Richter’s artistic work. Through the
intersection of art historical, mass media and popular culture clichés, Richter creates idiosyncratic worlds and images of
unstable realities.
TILL SUN17SEP
JENNIFER TREE: LET IT COME DOWN @ CAMDEN ARTS CENTRE
Let It Come Down is a new work made from rare, dried black tulip petals; the ephemeral piece will transform over time, slowly
fading in the daylight. The work’s title alludes to events outside of personal control, but also evokes a provocation. Readings
and choreographed performances will activate the works throughout the exhibition, exploring the act of resistance on both a
physical and a spiritual plane.
TILL SUN17SEP
DREAMERS AWAKE @ WHITE CUBE, BERMONDSEY
This thematic exhibition brings together over 100 works by women artists to explore sexual politics, eroticism, mysticism
and identity. Rarely seen paintings by key figures associated with the original Surrealist movement, such as Eileen Agar and
Leonora Carrington, are shown alongside modern and contemporary artists including Louise Bourgeois & Tracey Emin, Claude
Cahun, Mona Hatoum, Linder, Laurie Simmons, Gillian Wearing, Hannah Wilke and many more.
TILL SUN17SEP
PERFUME @ SOMERSET HOUSE
Discover a vibrant new perfume scene, the contemporary cult perfumes shaking up scent culture and the unseen works of art
worn on our skin. Contemporary perfume provocateurs are dispensing with traditional high gloss communication concepts,
gender boundaries and conventional notions of good taste.
TILL TUE19SEP
GAY UK: LOVE, LAW AND LIBERTY @ THE BRITISH LIBRARY
From the trial of Oscar Wilde to the Same Sex Marriage Act, through personal testimony, public protest, art and culture.
Explore original manuscripts, rare printed items, oral history recordings and campaign material from the Library’s collection.
TILL SAT23SEP
MARC QUINN: DRAWN FROM LIFE @ SIR JOHN SOANE’S MUSEUM
Marc Quinn: Drawn from Life will see a series of ethereal fragmentary sculptures, made in collaboration with his partner, a
dancer, placed among the multiple antique casts and sculptures that fill the Museum. These new works, created from life
casts and fabricated in fibreglass, connect the classical language of the fragment to the present, revealing its resonance with
contemporary life.
TILL SUN24SEP
ZADIE XA: THE CONCH, SEA URCHIN AND BRASS BELL @ PUMP HOUSE GALLERY
Xa, who is based in London, exhibits The Conch, Sea Urchin and Brass Bell, which tells the story of a displaced body’s journey
and return to a ‘homeland’. The story of the protagonist’s search for belonging unfolds through the gallery, revealing a journey
of excitement, rejection, and bewilderment…
TILL SUN01OCT
QUEER BRITISH ART 1861–1967 @ TATE BRITAIN
Featuring works from 1861–1967 relating to lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans and queer (LGBTQ) identities, the show marks
the 50th anniversary of the partial decriminalisation of male homosexuality in England. Queer British Art explores how
artists expressed themselves in a time when established assumptions about gender and sexuality were being questioned
and transformed. With paintings, drawings, personal photographs and film from artists such as John Singer Sargent, Dora
Carrington, Duncan Grant and David Hockney the diversity of queer British art is celebrated as never before.
TILL SUN15OCT
PAULO NIMER PJOTA AT MORENA DI LUNA @ MAUREEN PALEY
Large un-stretched canvas’ and sheets of found metal along with cast objects are used to create works that incorporate
detailed renderings of plants, vases, isolated words, cartoon and historical characters. The imagery and storytelling in his
works in part derives from his earlier life experience as a graffiti artist on the streets of São Paulo and his interest in music,
history, philosophy and symbology.
TILL SUN15OCT
ROSE FINN-KELCEY: LIFE, BELIEF AND BEYOND @ MODERN ART OXFORD (OXFORD)
Modern Art Oxford presents Life, Belief and Beyond, the first posthumous exhibition of works by the highly acclaimed and
influential artist Rose Finn-Kelcey (1945–2014). Life, Belief and Beyond focuses on Finn-Kelcey’s explorations of power,
performance, political commentary, and perceptions of the self, belief and spirituality.
TILL SUN22OCT
SOUL OF A NATION: ART IN THE AGE OF BLACK POWER @ TATE MODERN
This summer Tate Modern will present Soul of a Nation: Art in the Age of Black Power, a landmark exhibition exploring how
these issues played out among and beyond African American artists from 1963 to 1983. Featuring more than 150 works by
over 60 artists, many on display in the UK for the first time, Soul of a Nation will be a timely opportunity to see how American
cultural identity was re-shaped at a time of social unrest and political struggle.
TILL SAT28OCT
ZANELE MUHOLI: SOMNYAMA NGONYAMA, HAIL THE DARK LIONESS @ AUTOGRAPH ABP
In more than 60 photographs Muholi uses her body as a canvas to confront the politics of race and representation in the
visual archive. Taken primarily in Europe, North America and Africa, each portrait asks critical questions about social justice,
human rights and contested representations of the black body. Muholi’s psychologically charged portraits are unapologetic in
their directness as she explores different archetypes and personae, and offers personal reflections.
TILL SUN05NOV
SIMEON BARCLAY: THE HERO WEARS CLAY SHOES @ TATE BRITAIN
Simeon Barclay is a Leeds-based multimedia artist who seeks to understand how we identify and situate ourselves within
culture and tradition. His work combines personal memories with appropriated images from advertisements, fashion
magazines, sports journalism and the music industry.
SUN05NOV
COMING OUT: SEXUALITY, GENDER AND IDENTITY @ WALKER ART GALLERY (LIVERPOOL)
Coming Out: Sexuality, Gender and Identity will bring together a diverse range of artists who have used their work to explore
sexuality and gender identity since 1967.The exhibition will reveal the findings of over two years of research by the Gallery into
LGBT history, visual culture, its collection and the Arts Council Collection, revealing hidden queer histories and institutional
blind spots that will be addressed through the exhibition’s programme of events and performances.

OPEN CALLS
DEADLINE FRI08SEPT
QUEER ART(ISTS) NOW - OPEN CALL FOR ARTISTS
The exhibition Queer Art(ists) Now will provide a snap-shot of what artists within our communities are making right now; an
insight into the thoughts, preoccupations, aesthetics, and politics of queer artists working today. Queer Art(ists) expect to
select 2-3 exhibiting artists to work with in 2018 to develop work for a full exhibition, pending adequate funding.
DEADLINE TUE19SEPT
OPEN CALL - PROJECT TO SUPPORT NURTURING OF MEDIA ARTS CREATORS
The 2018 Overseas Media Arts Creators residency programme invites emerging media artists to come to Tokyo to create new
works. The programme is open to media arts practitioners (media art, video, game, animation, manga, etc.) aged 20–35 who
have previously shown at international art festivals, film festivals, game shows, comic festivals, etc. The programme is part of
the “Project to Support Nurturing of Media Arts Creators” organized by the Agency for Cultural Affairs, Government of Japan.
Whether the works are media art, videos, games, animations, or manga, during their stay the artists will be able to experience
Japanese Media Arts culture, with an additional opportunity to meet with Japanese creators to discuss their works. The aim
of this program is not only to support the creation of significant works, but also to stimulate cross-cultural dialogues through
Media Arts.
The deadline for applications is 19 September 2017. The programme itself will run from 12 January to 12 March 2018.
DEADLINE SAT30SEP
OPEN CALL: CALL FOR PERFORMANCES TRIBE17 @ BARGEHOUSE, OXO TOWER WHARF
We are looking for performance artists to participate in the 3rd edition of #TRIBE17 international art festival, taking place
from Friday 12th october till October15th 2017. We are looking for actions and performances that are conceptual, interactive,
political, witty or dayly and ready to be showcased. The performances should be open to coexist with the other works of the
exhibition. The audience will walk freely around the OXO Tower Warehouse, the event goes for two hours, the performances
should last that time or be performed in a loop.
DEADLINE THU30NOV
CALL FOR PAPERS - VISUAL PEDAGOGIES: LONDON 2018
Can we teach what we see? Can we see what we teach? How is the world changed, reaffirmed, or progressed through the
visual? How does it slip back? What impact can thoughtful uses of images in teaching, scholarship, artistic, and political practice
have on the future, as well as on the telling of history?
How can we as scholars, practitioners, educators, and concerned citizens of the world see ourselves as teachers of and
through the visual, whatever our context? The International Association for Visual Culture welcomes papers and creative
proposals that address the issues of visual pedagogies from different starting points.

